ReGen: nfina NUC Systems
ReGen is the CT partner for nfina

PCs and Thin Clients
Nfina's 100 Series products are powerful
PCs and thin clients housed in an extremely compact form factor. This scalable computing platform can be configured
with a choice of Intel® Core™ or
Celeron® processors, 2.5" SATA, SAS or
SSD drive, and a M.2 SSD drive for faster
data transfer. The Nfina 100 Series products prove that superior power and performance can exist in a small form factor
(SFF) device.
100i7
The Nfina Technologies' 100i7 PC defines intelligent computing in a small
package. With features like M.2 SSD
drive support for faster data transfer, integrated Intel® UHD graphics, and the latest 10th generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor, the Nfina Mini PC proves that superior power and performance can exist
in a small form factor (SFF) device.
100i5
Offering clutter-free computing, the Nfina
100i5 PC is an energy-efficient, fully scalable computer that mounts neatly on the
back of a standard VESA® mount monitor. The 100i5 PC comes equipped with
lightning fast M.2 SSD drive support and
the latest 10th generation Intel® Core™
i5 processor featuring Intel® Turbo Boost
Technology 2.0, giving you extra GHz on
demand to maximize performance on processor intensive tasks.

100i3
The Nfina Technologies 100i3 PC provides the powerful performance and capabilities of a desktop computer system in
a compact, 4.5 inch square design.
Equipped with the latest 10th generation
Intel® Core™ i3 processor this energyefficient computer offers everything you
need for small office or commercial use
including Windows OS®, integrated Intel® HD graphics, and WiFi. The 100i3 is
a great option as a Thin Client or Virtual
Machine for use with a centralized server.
100c3
With up to 2.7GHz of Intel Celeron processing power, the 100c3 is a hefty PC in
a small form factor. Used with a centralized server this product is the perfect Thin
Client or VM for use in a small office network, school, or retail establishment.
About ReGen
ReGenerating Solutions (ReGen) has
been providing technology solutions and
services since 1983. ReGen is dedicated
to offering quality technology solutions
including Hardware and Network Design,
Data Backup and Recovery, Dark Web
Monitoring, Phishing Simulation Training,
Phone systems as well as HelpDesk services.
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